The Thomas and Eleanor Means Fund awards up to $500 annually to a middle or secondary school student, who shows particular interest in the classics, for educational travel to classical sites.

Such travel must be of an educational, rather than a personal or familial, nature; must have as its destination sites that bear substantial physical evidence of the presence of the ancient Greeks and/or Romans; and must be organized by a classics teacher or be a recognized and established institutional program of study for classical studies (e.g. School Year Abroad, the University of Dallas Latin in Rome, etc.).

Travel must be completed by the 15th of September that follows the reception of the award. It is expected that the applicant’s teacher will be a member of CANE before the award is made.

Upon the trip’s completion, the winner will be asked to submit a brief (1-page) essay describing the experience and educational benefits to the chair of the Scholarship Committee.

Application Deadline: December 1st
Please submit your application materials at: https://forms.gle/9sDqPSeS3a7SS5SK7.
Direct any questions to scholarships@caneweb.org.